
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 92, iss. 4, pp. 273 { 278 c 2010 August 25Edge spin accumulation in a ballistic regimeA.Khaetskii+1), E. Sukhorukov�+Institute of Microelectronics Technology, Russian Acedemy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow District, Russia�Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Geneva, CH-1211 Geneva, SwitzerlandSubmitted 9 July 2010We consider a mesoscopic ballistic structure with Rashba spin-orbit splitting of the electron spectrum. Theballistic region is attached to the leads with a voltage applied between them. We calculate the edge spin densitywhich appears in the presence of a charge current through the structure due to the di�erence in populations ofelectrons coming from di�erent leads. Combined e�ect of the boundary scattering and spin precession leads tooscillations of the edge polarization with the envelope function decaying as a power law of the distance fromthe boundary. The problem is solved with the use of scattering states. The simplicity of the method allows togain an insight into the underlaying physics. We clarify the role of the unitarity of scattering for the problemof edge spin accumulation. In case of a straight boundary it leads to exact cancellation of all long-wave oscil-lations of the spin density. As a result, only the Friedel-like spin density oscillations with the momentum 2kFsurvive. However, this appears to be rather exceptional case. In general, the smooth spin oscillations with thespin precession length recover, as it happens, e.g., for the wiggly boundary. We demonstrate also, that thereis no relation between the spin current in the bulk, which is zero in the considered case, and the edge spinaccumulation.Currently there is a great interest, both experimentaland theoretical, to spin currents and spin accumulationin various mesoscopic semiconductor structures [1, 2].Both phenomena are due to spin-orbit coupling and areof great importance for future spin electronics. The edgespin density accumulation related to the Mott asymme-try in scattering o� impurities was recently measured[3]. Moreover, the edge spin density in the 2D hole sys-tem which is due to the so-called intrinsic mechanism ofthe spin-orbit interaction was also observed [4]. One ofthe question of the interest is the relation between thespin current in the bulk and the spin density accumu-lated near the sample boundary. It is well known thatin the di�usive regime (when a spin di�usion length ismuch larger than a mean free path), such a relation in-deed exists [2], and the spin density appearing near theboundary is entirely determined by the spin ux com-ing from the bulk. For example, in the di�usive regimeand in the case of Rashba Hamiltonian, when the spincurrent in the bulk is zero, the spin density componentperpendicular to the plane is zero everywhere down tothe sample boundary [5].However, in an opposite case, when the spin preces-sion length is much shorter than the mean free path,the situation is much less clear. An example of sucha situation is a mesoscopic ballistic (or quasi-ballistic)structure with spin-orbit-related splitting of the electronspectrum characterized by the energy �R, when one has1)e-mail: khaetski@ipmt-hpm.ac.ru

the limit �R�p � 1, where �p is the mean free time.Besides, in the presence of spin-orbit interaction, theboundary scattering itself is the source of generation ofthe spin density. It is quite clear that the characteristiclength near boundary where the spin density appears isthe spin precession length, Ls = ~vF =�R, with vF be-ing the Fermi velocity. Thus in general there are twosources of the edge spin accumulation, the spin gener-ation by the boundary scattering itself and the one dueto the spin ux coming from the bulk (as it should be,at least, in the case of 2D holes with a qubic s-o Hamil-tonian). It is a separate problem to �nd the relativecontributions of these two mechanisms to the edge spinaccumulation. Now we study only the �rst mechanismwhen the spin density is generated upon the boundaryscattering.For that we consider a mesoscopic structure de-scribed by Rashba Hamiltonian in the ballistic limitwhen a mean free path is much greater than the samplesizes. The ballistic region is attached to the leads, and avoltage V applied between the leads causes a charge cur-rent through the structure, as shown in Fig.1. We stressthat the electric �eld is absent inside an ideal ballisticconductor, therefore the edge spin polarization appearsnot as a result of acceleration of electrons by an electric�eld and associated spin precession. Instead, the edgespin accumulation is due to the di�erence in populationsof left-moving and right-moving electrons. Combined ef-fect of the boundary scattering and spin precession leadsto oscillations of the edge polarization. Thus, there is no9 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010 273
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Fig.1. Schematics of the boundary specular scattering inthe presence of spin-orbit coupling. Plus and minus modesare shown for the same energy and the same wave vectorsalong the boundary. Right: Geometry of the system. Volt-age V applied to the ideal leads causes a charge currentthrough the ballistic regionrelation between the spin current in the bulk, which iszero in the case considered, and the edge spin accumu-lation.We solve the problem by using scattering theory, withscattering states coming from di�erent leads of the struc-ture and, therefore, having di�erent occupations. Thesimplicity of the method allows to gain an insight intothe underlaying physics. The problem of the spin den-sity accumulation in the ballistic case and for the straightboundary was earlier considered in Ref. [6] with the helpof the Green's functions method (see also Ref. [7]). Sur-prisingly, in this case all the long-wave oscillations of thespin density cancel, and the �nal result contains only theFriedel-like oscillations with the momentum 2kF . Unfor-tunately, the method used in Ref. [6] does not allow asimple interpretation of the puzzling result.Here we show that it is the unitarity of scatteringthat leads to exact cancellation of the long-wave oscilla-tions of the spin density with the Ls period in case of astraight boundary. It should be also mentioned that theobserved behaviour is closely related to the e�ective one-dimensional character of the scattering problem arisingfrom the translational invariance along the boundary.This result may be interpreted as spin-orbit splitting ofthe Friedel oscillations in the charge density. In otherwords, two charge oscillations corresponding to spin-upand spin-down orientations, which coincided without s-ocoupling, get shifted with respect to each other in thepresence of the s-o interaction. Thus, short-wave lengthoscillations acquire in addition smooth envelope functionwith the characteristic length Ls [6]. Therefore, strictlyspeaking, this phenomenon is di�erent from a spin-orbit-related accumulation of the spin density upon boundaryscattering.

However, the case of a straight boundary appears tobe a rather exceptional case, while in general the smoothspin oscillations with the spin precession length Ls re-cover, as it happens, for example, for the wiggly bound-ary, or for scattering o� a circular impurity in a 2Delectron system [8]. This is a consequence of the factthat in higher dimensions the conditions of the unitarityof scattering take a di�erent form, as explained below.In all these situations the spin density decays as a powerlaw of the distance from the scatterer.The straight boundary. The s-o Hamiltonian�in thebulk of a ballistic 2D electron system takes the followingform̂H(p) = p22m + �2n[� � p]; �M (p) = p22m + M2 �p; (1)where n is the normal to the plane, p is the 2D momen-tum, and M = � are the helicity values. The solutionsof this Hamiltonian have the form exp(ipr=~)�M (p),where r = x; y and the explicite form of the spinors is��(') = 1p2  1�iei' !with ' being the angle between the momentum p andthe positive direction of the x-axis. Now we considerthe semi-in�nite system and choose the x-axis to be di-rected perpendicular to the boundary (x = 0) of the 2Dsystem, see Fig.1. The wave functions which obey zeroboundary conditions at x = 0 are obviously the scatter-ing states which are the superposition of the bulk solu-tions and constitute the complete set of the orthonormalfunctions. Two scattering states corresponding to inci-dent plus and minus modes with given wave vector alongthe boundary and the same energy are	̂(0)+ (x; y)=eikyy[�+(� � ')e�ikx + F++ �+(')eikx ++ F�+ ��('1)eik1x]; 	̂(0)+ (0; y) = 0; (2)	̂(0)� (x; y) = eikyy[��(� � '1)e�ik1x ++ F+��+(')eikx + F�� ��('1)eik1x]; 	̂(0)� (0; y) = 0: (3)The wave vectors are de�ned in the following wayk2 = k2+ � k2y; k21 = k2� � k2y ; ~k� = m(vF � �2 ); (4)where ~k� are the momenta at the Fermi energy in theplus and minus modes. The angles ', '1 are de�ned viasin' = ky=k+ and sin'1 = ky=k�, as indicated in Fig.1.From Eqs.(2) and (3) one �nds the scattering amplitudesF++ and F�+ :F++ = � (ei'1 � e�i')(ei'1 + ei') ; F�+ = � 2 cos'(ei'1 + ei') : (5)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Edge spin accumulation in : : : 275One can check that the amplitudes F�� and F+� for theincident minus mode with the same ky and the same en-ergy are obtained from F++ and F�+ by the replacement' $ '1. The components of the unitary scattering ma-trix Ŝ have the following form:S++ = F++ ; S�� = F�� ; S�+ = S+� = F�+rvx;�vx;+ ; (6)where vx;i = @�i(p)=@px are the group velocities.Note that for the Rashba model one has vx;�=vx;+ =cos'1= cos'.The wave functions Eqs. (2) and (3) may now beused to calculate the average z-component of the spin,Sz, as a function of coordinates:< Sz(x) >==Xi=� Z dky(2�)2 d�vx;i fF (�; ky) < 	̂(0)i (x)jŜz j	̂(0)i (x) > (7)where fF (�; ky) is the Fermi distribution function of thelead with the chemical potential shifted by �eV=2. De-pending on the sign of ky, this function takes either oftwo values, fF (���� eV=2) or fF (���+ eV=2). Sub-stituting scattering states (2) and (3) to Eq. (7), we�nd that one may distinguish various contributions to< Sz(x) > with di�erent oscillation periods, which orig-inate from an interference of di�erent terms in Eqs. (2)and (3). The part of < Sz(x) > which involves the in-terference of the outgoing waves (two last terms in Eqs.(2),(3)), reads:Z dkyd�fF (�; ky) 1pvx;�vx;+ �� "A < ��('1)jŜzj�+(') > ei(k�k1)x + c:c:#; (8)where A = S++ � (S�+ )? + S+� � (S��)?:Here we used the fact that the distribution functionfF (�; ky) has the same value at given energy for both plusand minus modes. Note, that the period of oscillationsof the exponential factor ei(k�k1)x in Eq. (8) is of theorder of the spin precession length. However, the term(8) vanishes, because the expression A is exactly equalto zero. Indeed, this expression is nothing but a non-diagonal component of the identity matrix ŜŜy. Thus,we obtain an interesting result that the only reason forthe absence of the long-wave oscillations in < Sz(x) >is the unitarity of scattering.Finally, by taking into account in Eq. (7) the termsresponsible for the interference between incoming and

the outgoing waves (for example, between �rst and sec-ond terms in Eq. (2)), and adding the contribution fromthe evanescent modes [10], we reproduce Eq. (16) ofthe Ref. [6]. There it has been shown that so derivedspin density may be approximated by the expressionSz(x) / eV cos(2kFx) sin2(x=Ls)=x. Therefore, the to-tal spin per unit length along the boundary scales asR10 dxSz(x) / �2. Note, that the main contribution tothis integral comes from small distances from the bound-ary, x ' �F , which makes it to depend strongly on theboundary quality. In what follows we show that, indeed,breaking the translation invariance along the boundaryinduces long wave length oscillations of the spin densityand leads to the total spin that is not small in the para-meter �.Scattering by the wiggly boundary. We considerhere scattering o� the wiggly boundary, shown in Fig.2.Because in this case the translational invariance is bro-
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xFig.2. Schematics of the scattering of the plus incidentmode by the wiggly boundary, x = W sin(2�y=�). Be-sides the main scattering channels (solid lines), one hasadditional scattering waves with the wave vectors alongthe boundary shifted by �2�=� (dashed lines)ken, the condition of the unitarity of scattering takesa di�erent form as compared to the case of the straightboundary, and, as a result, the cancellation of the smoothspin density oscillations does not take place. In orderto demonstrate this e�ect we consider the mathemati-cally simple case of the abrupt impenetrable boundarydescribed by the equation: x = �(y) � W sin(2�y=�).To the lowest order in W the boundary condition reads:	̂(0; y) + �(y)d	̂(0; y)dx = 0: (9)We are looking for the solution in the perturbative form	̂�(x; y) = 	̂(0)� (x; y) + 	̂(1)� (x; y), where the �rst or-der correction is proportional to W , and the zeroth�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010 9�



276 A.Khaetskii, E. Sukhorukovorder functions are given by Eqs.(2),(3). Using that	̂(0)� (0; y) = 0, we obtain	̂(1)� (0; y) + �(y)d	̂(0)� (0; y)dx = 0: (10)The following wave functions satisfy the above equation:	̂(1)� (x; y) = aei2�y=�eik>1 x��('>1 )++bei2�y=�eik>x�+('>) + ce�i2�y=�eik<1 x��('<1 )++de�i2�y=�eik<x�+('<);	̂(1)+ (x; y) = ~aei2�y=�eik>x�+('>)++~bei2�y=�eik>1 x��('>1 ) + ~ce�i2�y=�eik<x�+('<)++~de�i2�y=�eik<1 x��('<1 );with the coe�cients a; b, etc., being easily found fromEqs. (2), (3), and (10). The de�nitions of the k-vectorsarek>< =rk2+ � (ky � 2�� )2; k><1 =rk2� � (ky � 2�� )2;and angles are de�ned as '>1 = '1 + �'>1 ; '<1 = '1 +�'<1 , and so on. To the �rst order in 1=�kF ,�'><1 = �2�=�k1; �'>< = �2�=�k: (11)These equations are valid under the condition(2�=�kF )� cos2 '.Calculation of < Sz >. To simplify somewhat longexpressions, from now on we set 1=� = 0 in the pre-exponential factors and keep only the terms of the lowestorder in �. In particular, in view of Eq.(11) we disregardthe di�erence between '> and ', as well as between '>1and '1, etc., in the expressions for spinors. In otherwords, we assume �F � Ls � �. Then, the �rst ordercorrection for < Sz > in the minus mode reads< 	̂�jŜzj	̂� >== �(aei2�y=�eik>1 x + ce�i2�y=�eik<1 x)����('1)jŜz jF+��+(')eikx + ��(� � '1)e�ik1x�++�(bei2�y=�eik>x + de�i2�y=�eik<x)�+(')�� jŜz jF�� ��('1)eik1x + ��(� � '1)e�ik1x�+ c:c: (12)One can easily see that the contribution to < Sz > fromthe plus mode di�ers from the contribution from the mi-nus mode by replacing everywhere k $ k1 and '$ '1.

Thus we arrive at the following expression for the quan-tity in question:< Sz(x; y) >= eV �W(2�)2mv2F ��Z k+0 dkyky((k + k1) sin(k1x)[cos(k>x+ 2�y� )�� cos(k<x� 2�y� )]��k1� sin[(k�k>1 )x � 2�y� ]� sin[(k � k<1 )x+2�y� ]++sin[(k1 + k>1 )x+2�y� ]� sin[(k1 + k<1 )x�2�y� ]�++ (k $ k1)): (13)Here the operation (k $ k1) should be understood asfollows: k ! k1; k>1 ! k>, etc. Note that this equa-tion takes into account only the propagating modes. Itmeans that ky < k+, and for both plus and minus modesthe wave vectors in x-direction are real. If, on the otherhand, k+ < ky < k�, then for the given energy in theplus mode the wave vectors in x-direction are purelyimaginary. Those modes are called evanescent. Wewill see that in contrast to the case of straight bound-ary there is no exact cancellation of the contributionof the propagating and evanescent modes into the edgespin density with � oscillations (see below). We presenthere the expression for < 	�jŜzj	� > which is dueto the evanescent modes in the case when all quantities� =qk2y � k2+, �>< =q(ky � 2�=�)2 � k2+ are real< 	�jŜzj	� >= WkykF cos'1 sin(k1x)�� [k1 cos(2�y� )(e��>x � e��<x)�� � sin(2�y� )(e��>x + e��<x)] ++ Wkyk1kF cos'1fe��x[sin(k>1 x+ 2�y� )�� sin(k<1 x� 2�y� )] + sin[(k1 + k<1 )x� 2�y� ]�� sin[(k1 + k>1 )x+ 2�y� ]g: (14)In order to obtain an analytical expression for the spindensity, we expand Eqs. (13) and (14) with respect to2�x=�, the actual small parameter being x=p��F :�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



Edge spin accumulation in : : : 277< Sz(x; y) >= ��(y) � @Sstr(x)@x ++ eV(2�)2mv2F (2�x� ) �W cos(2�y� )��(Z k+0 dkyk2y [ (k1 � k)2kk1 cos(k � k1)x��(k+k1)2kk1 cos(k+k1)x+ 2 cos 2kx+ 2 cos2k1x] ++ Z k�k+ dkyk2y [2 cos 2k1x�� 2e��x(cos k1x+ k1� sin k1x)]): (15)We note that Sstr(x) describes the spin density distrib-ution for the straight boundary, see Ref. [6]. There-fore, the �rst term in Eq. (15) reects a small vari-ation of the boundary shape. The corrected solutionSstr(x � �(y)) contains only 2kF -oscillations. Let usdiscuss now the next terms in Eq.(15) proportional to1=�. As it is clear from Eq. (15), in general there areoscillations with three di�erent periods, namely, 2kF -oscillations, and the oscillations with two long periods:� and Ls. Here � = 1=qk2� � k2+ is the new lengthscale, and under the conditions considered in the paperwe have the set of inequalities �F � � � Ls, whereLs = 1=(k��k+) = ~=m� is the spin precession length.When ky ! k+ (i.e. k ! 0), then k1 tends to 1=�, whichclari�es the physical meaning of �.We calculate now the integrals entering expressionEq. (15)I1;2 = 1kF Z k+0 dkyk2y (k1 � k)2kk1 cos(k � k1)x;where the upper (minus) sign corresponds to I1 and thelower (plus) sign to I2. Using new variables (see [11]),we obtainI1 = Z 1=�1=Ls dz �pz2 � (1=Ls)2 cos(xz) == sin(x=�)x� + cos(x=�)x2 + �2xLsN1(x=Ls); (16)where N1(x) is the Bessel function of the second kind,and I2 = 4k2F Z 11=2kF � dzzp1� z2 cos(2kFxz):Since 1=2kF � � 1, we can separate the contributions ofthe long and short wave length oscillations for the prop-agating modes in Eq. (15)

< Sz(x; y) >= eV(2�)2~vF (2�x� )��W cos(2�y� )[I1 + I1=� + I2kF ];I1=� = 4k2F Z 1=2kF �0 dz � z cos(2kFxz) == sin(x=�)x� � 1� cos(x=�)x2 ;I2kF = 2 Z 10 dz � zp1� z2"k3+kF cos(2k+xz) ++ k3�kF cos(2k�xz)� 2k2F cos(2kFxz)#: (17)Indeed, one can easily see that the integral I2kF containsonly short wave length oscillations with 2kF momentum,which may be disregarded. Therefore, the total contri-bution of the long wave length oscillations is given by< Sz(x; y) >= eV(2�)2~vF (2�W� ) cos(2�y� )Itot(x);Itot(x) = 2 sin(x� )� + 2 cos(x� )x + �2LsN1( xLs )� 1x++ 2x� @@x Z 10 dze�(x=�)z cos xp1� z2� ; (18)where the last term is the contribution of the evanes-cent modes. At the distances x � � we obtain thefollowing dependence Itot = �2x2=3�3 + (x=2L2s)( +ln(x=2Ls)). In the opposite limit, x � �, we obtainItot = �2LsN1(x=Ls)� 1x + 2 cos(x=�)x . At even larger dis-tances, x � Ls, one obtains smooth oscillations withthe period of the order of Ls and the amplitude beingproportional to p�.It should be noted that the term �1=x in Eq. (18)has its origin in the interference of the incoming andoutgoing waves, within each mode, with k ! 0 andk1 ! 0. Those waves travel almost parallel to theboundary, and have the scattering angle close to zero.Note that the total spin per unit length along theboundary is proportional to the integral R dxItot(x) '(�=2Ls) R1� dxN1(x=Ls)� Rp��F� dx=x ' � ln(Ls=�)�ln(p��F =�) ' �(1=2) ln(�=�F ), i.e., it is not small ins-o coupling (which can be also seen directly from Eqs.(13) and (14)), in contrast to the case of the straightboundary.In conclusion, we have considered the problem ofthe edge spin accumulation in the ballistic mesoscopicstructures with spin-orbit-related splitting of the energyspectrum. In the presence of the charge current the spinpolarization oscillates at the edge of the structure, asa result of the spin precession upon scattering o� the�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2010



278 A.Khaetskii, E. Sukhorukovboundary. The scattering states method, being moretransparent compared to the methods used earlier byvarious groups, has allowed us to clarify the physics as-sociated with this e�ect. We have found that the bound-ary conditions play a crucial role, even the shape of thesample boundary being important. In particular, in thecase of a straight boundary the absence of spin densityoscillations with the long-wave length, found in earliertheoretical works, can be easily explained by the unitar-ity of scattering. On the other hand, the spin densityaccumulation in the case of a wiggly boundary has qual-itatively di�erent character as compared to the one forthe case of a straight boundary, namely, the spin den-sity oscillates with a large period of the order of the spinprecession length, quite similar to the case of electronscattering o� antidots in 2D system with the RashbaHamiltonian [9]. Our analysis suggests that a smoothdisorder at the boundary should induce spin oscillationswith the long wave length. It also implies that in theballistic case there is no relation between the spin cur-rent in the bulk and the spin accumulation at the edgeof an electron system.We acknowledge the �nancial support from the Pro-gram "Spintronics" of RAS, the Russian Foundationfor Basic Research (Grant No. 07-02-00164-a) and theSwiss National Science Foundation. A.Khaetskii ac-knowledges also a hospitality of the Department of The-oretical Physics, University of Geneva.1. H.A. Engel, E.I. Rashba, and B.I. Halperin, in Hand-book of Magnetism and Advanced Magnetic Materials,Eds. by H. Kronm�uller and S. Parkin, Vol.5, John Wileyand Sons, New York, 2007.2. M.I. Dyakonov, and A.V. Khaetskii, in Spin Physics inSemiconductors, Springer Series in Solid- State Sciences,Ed. M. I. Dyakonov, Springer, Berlin, 2008.3. Y.K.Kato et al., Science 306, 1910 (2004).4. J. Wunderlich et al., PRL 94, 047204 (2005).

5. Ya. Tserkovnyak et al., PRB 76, 085319 (2007); O.Bleibaum, PRB 74, 113309 (2006).6. V.A. Zyuzin, P.G. Silvestrov, and E.G. Mishchenko,PRL 99, 106601 (2007).7. A. Reynoso et al., PRB 73, 115342 (2006), where theproblem was considered numerically.8. As has been mentioned above, only in the e�ective 1Dsituation the conditions of the unitarity of scattering andthe absence of long-wave oscillations of the spin densitycoincide. This is no longer the case for 2D systems. In-deed, for a 2D system with the Rashba Hamiltonian thescattering problem of electrons o� a circular scatterer(an antidot) may be solved exactly in the presence ofthe charge current. Then, the condition of the unitar-ity of scattering has completely di�erent form as com-pared to the one for the case of scattering o� the straightboundary. Therefore, Sz-component of the spin density,oscillating with period Ls, appears around the antidotand decays as a power law of the distance from it [9].9. A. Khaetskii and E. Sukhorukov, to be published.10. When k+ < ky < k�, then for the reected plus modethe wave vector in x-direction is purely imaginary. Thismode is called evanescent. Of course, this situation onlyhappens for the incident minus mode, since only thismode can come from the leads under the conditions in-dicated.11. To calculate I1 we introduce the new variable z =k1 � k =pk2 + (1=�2)� k, which varies in the interval1=Ls � z � 1=�. In terms of this variable the quan-tity ky =qk2+ � k2 =pz2L2s � 1 + 2�2z2 � �4z4=2z�2.Since � � Ls, we always have qk2+ � k2 =k+pz2 � (1=Ls)2=z. Note, that �2kF = Ls=2. Finally,using that kydky = �kdk, and dz = �z � dk=k1, we ob-tain the equation of the main text. To calculate I2 we in-troduce the variable z1 = k1+k =pk2 + 1=�2+k, whichvaries in the interval 1=� � z1 � (k++k�) = 2kF . Since� � Ls, one gets for the quantity ky = qk2+ � k2 =(1=2)p4k2F � z21 . Using that dz1 = z1 �dk=k1, and intro-ducing the variable z = z1=2kF , we obtain the expressiongiven in the text.
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